HHA 5 Moments for Hand Hygiene
Manual Updates 2018
The HHA manual has now undergone its fifth revision since the inception of the program in
2008. The HHA 5 Moments for HH program has had an exceptional uptake with both public
and private facilities around the country, with over 1000 organisations now participating in
the program. The focus of the HHA program for the future is now aimed toward a
sustainability and continual improvement phase.
To assist in navigating the updated HHA manual, the following is a list of the changes
made. HHA would recommend that you familiarise yourself with the most significant
changes in this edition: updates to weblinks, HHCApp instructions and LMS instructions:

Changes made to HHA Manual May 2018 Release
Section
Foreword
1.7.2

Item updated
Foreword
Ensuring uniform education
Monitoring and Performance Feedback

1.7.3
2.3
3.8
4.3
5.6.1

7.3

Standardisation of language used
Updated references
New section added to include new information
and updates to the HHA LMS

Auditor training requirements

Updated content to ensure 'mandatory'
requirements are clearly stated

Removal of note

Removed outdated text regarding "new"
introduction of department selection guidelines

Additional section added
Additional section added
Requirements for national data
submission
Additional section added

Addition of tips for accurate data collection
Detailed description of HHCApp added
Updated text to be clear and succinct

Data entry and management

Moved into other sections to enable better flow
of information

Standard reports

Updated to include information on new Poster
report, all levels of reporting available, and
filtering options for each report

7.5
7.4
(previous)
7.8.1

May 2018

Included information on the Infection Control
Orientation modules
Removed reference to Staph. Aureus
bacteraemia as an outcome measure of the
NHHI.

The 5 Moments in Detail
Glove Use
Online learning management system

5.7
6.9.3
7.2

Rationale for Change
Introduction from 'New' Manager

HHCApp Roles and Administration section added
clearly defining user roles and functions
available to each role

Changes made to HHA Manual May 2018 Release
8.2.3.5
Appendices
Whole
document

Additional section added

Addition of specific setting sustainability
program for Emergency Departments

Appendices

Consolidated and removed links to redundant
files

Update weblinks

Required due to release of new HHA wesbite

We hope you enjoy the latest version of the HHA Manual.
If you have any comments regarding this version, or about the HHA program, please
contact us via hha@austin.org.au
Regards
HHA Team
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